Abstract-FCM does not use spatial information in clustering process. Therefore, it is not robust against noise and other imaging artefacts. In order to incorporate spatial information, an extension for FCM (FCM_S) is proposed which allows pixel to be labelled by influence of its neighbourhood labels. FCM_S is time-consuming. To over come this problem, FCM_S1 is introduced, which is faster. Then, FCM_EN and FGFCM are proposed which are faster than previous methods. Four spatial based extensions are simulated for FCM: FCM_S, FCM_S1, FCM_EN and FGFCM. In order to compare their quality, they are applied to simulated brain MRI images and similarity index is used to compare their quality quantitatively.
INTRODUCTION
The application of image processing techniques has rapidly increased in recent years. Nowadays, capturing and storing of medical images are done digitally [1] . Image segmentation is to partition image to different regions based on given criteria for future process [1] . Medical image segmentation is a key task in many medical applications [2] . There are lots of methods for automatic and semi-automatic image segmentation, though, most of them fail in unknown noise, poor image contrast, and weak boundaries that are usual in medical images. Medical images mostly contain complicated structures and their precise segmentation is necessary for clinical diagnosis [3] . The brain images segmentation is a complicated and challenging task. However, accurate segmentation of these images is very important for detecting tumors, edema, and necrotic tissues. Moreover, accurate detecting of these tissues is very important in diagnosis systems. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an important imaging technique for the detecting abnormal changes in different part of brain in early stage. MRI imaging is popular to obtain image of brain with high contrast. MRI acquisition parameters can be adjusted to give different grey level for different tissue and various types of neuropathology [4] . MRI images have good contrast in compare to computerized tomography (CT). Therefore, most of researches in medical image segmentation use MRI images.
Many image techniques have been used for image segmentation, like thresholding, region growing, statistical models, Active control models and clustering. The distribution of intensities in medical images is usually very complex, and therefore, determining of threshold is difficult and thresholding methods fail in these images. Mostly, tresholding method is combined with other methods [5] . Region growing method extends thresholding by combining it with connectivity. This method needs seed for each region and have the same problem of thresholding for determining suite threshold for homogeneity [6] . There are many segmentation algorithms [7] but there is not a generic algorithm for totally successful segmentation of medical images.
Fuzzy Clustering is most popular unsupervised learning. Fuzzy c-mean (FCM) are the most popular fuzzy clustering algorithms. FCM algorithm is used for segmentation of brain MR [8] . FCM just consider intensity of image and in noisy images, intensity is not trustful. Therefore, this algorithm has not good result in low contrast, in-homogeneity and noisy images. Many algorithms introduced to make FCM robust against noise but nevertheless most of them were and are flawless to some extent [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In this paper different spatial based extensions for FCM (FCM_S [22] , FCM_S1 [24] , FCM_EN [25] , FGFCM [26] are applied to Simulated Brain MRI images and quality of them compared quantitatively.
II. SPATIAL BASED EXTENSION OF FCM

A. FCM_S
Ahmed et al. [23] proposed FCM_S a modification to the standard FCM by incorporating neighbourhood information in clustering process [26] .
The membership and centre of clusters are obtained by following equations: 
Where NR is number of neighbours in a window around xi, Ni is the set of neighbours and xr represents the neighbour of xi.
A shortcoming of FCM_S is that the neighbour term is computed in each iteration which is time consuming.
B. FCM_S1
In order to overcome FCM-S shortcoming, FCM-S1 is introduced. The neighbourhood term is calculated before clustering process. The mean-filtered of input image is obtained prior to clustering and is used as neighbourhood item. The objective function is revised as follow:
Where i x is average of neighbours of pixel i
x . The Eqs.
(2)-(3) are modified as follow:
C. FCM_EN In order to speed up the clustering process for input image, Szilágyi introduced a new extension named FCM_EN. In this extension, instead of using neighbourhood information in iteration process, a linearly-weighted sum image from the original image and its average image is used as input image for clustering. That is:
The E is the weight of neighbourhood information. The grey-level histogram of the sum image S is used as input for clustering.
D. FGFCM
In ground-truth of them in Brainweb which enable researcher to evaluate the performance of different image segmentation qualitatively. In this section, a simulated MRI brain 3D image with T1-weighted sequence is downloaded from Brainweb, slice thickness of 1 mm, volume size of 217×181×181.
We investigate the effect of different noise levels on performance of different methods when applied to 3D simulated MRI brain volumes. Experiments showed that FGFCM has high similarity for low level of noise and FCM_EN for high level of noise.
IV. CONCLUSION Researchers widely use clustering methods for medical image segmentation. FCM and EM are most popular clustering methods. Traditional clustering methods just consider intensity information and have not good results in presence of noise. Using spatial information is one solution to overcome this problem. existing extension for FCM are summarized and compared. In introduced algorithms, neighbourhood information is incorporated in clustering process.
In order to overcome the problem of standard FCM in presence of noise, different extensions for FCM are used which allow the neighbourhood pixels incorporate in labelling of a pixel. Algorithms are applied on simulated MRI images, with different noise levels. The performance of different methods are compared qualitatively.
